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Preface

Emily’s Christmas letter of December 8, 2006, inspired this 

annual round-up of Greffenius family writing and images. Eight 

years old, excited as our family prepared for the upcoming 

holiday, she wrote Happy Christmas to All out by hand. I preserved 

that piece of paper. I have it next to me while I write. It captures 

our family’s spirit so well, and I know it’s one of the best pieces of 

Christmas writing I’ll ever read.

So I typed Emily’s letter and sent it to my dad in Des Moines. 

He wrote back with the note you see on page 45. I posted both the 

typed version and the handwritten version on the wall in my study. 

There they stayed through 2007 and much of 2008, until I started 

thinking about a good, homemade Christmas present for 

December 2008.

The letter became the kernel of Childhood Dreams, the first 

edition of this book. Naturally I wanted to distribute the book to 

family members during the holiday season, but the box of books 

didn’t arrive from the printer until March 2009. Alright, I thought, 

I’ll distribute the books when our family gets together in 

Washington,!DC, for Rob’s graduation from law school. Good 

idea, unless you forget to bring them. 

My next idea was to send them out for birthdays during the 

summer. Leslie, Emily, Rob, and Laura already had a copy. I just 

needed to send a copy to David, Dad, and Brian, who had 

birthdays in July and August. I’d say that summer heat and 

abundant greenery during  that season diluted the book’s Christmas 

spirit a bit.

Today is Thanksgiving, and the book’s second edition is 

running way late. I’d have to send the finished files to Fidlar 

Doubleday tomorrow if I wanted to have the books in hand on 

December 25. That’s okay. The important thing is to finish the 

project. 
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The main comment on the first edition was that I should write 

editorial notes for the pieces to say who wrote them, when and 

why. People wouldn’t have to guess about their origin. You 

wouldn’t think it, but those notes add enough complexity to the 

book’s structure that I feel stumped. Simpler is better when you’re 

running late! So let me offer some highlights here.

Leslie wrote the lead story, Friendship Farm, for publication 

and for her Grub Street masters class in fiction. I won’t say any 

more, so as not to give away what you’ll find there. Emily wrote 

the series of poems that follows for her fifth grade portfolio at 

Sheehan school. Spring 2008 was her last semester in elementary 

school. You can see she took care with these fifteen pieces, starting 

with Lazy Beach Day and ending with Hold Fast to Forgiveness.

Following the poems we have two more short pieces by Emily, 

Happy Christmas to All and My Best Snow Day Ever! She wrote 

My Best Snow Day Ever! for school. It tells about an actual snow 

day Emily spent with her friend Bridget McNamara, a neighbor 

who lives two doors down the street.

Rob and his fiancee Jessica Feinberg went to Greece for a 

month after they both took the bar exam at the end of July. They 

returned with great stories and photographs from this well 

deserved breather between hard study and hard work at their new 

jobs. Naturally the Grecian sun and brilliant blue skies add 

something to these photographs, so you should check out the 

book’s electronic version to see these images in color.

The next three poems remember Buddy Holly, John F. 

Kennedy, and Michael Jackson. We Miss You, Buddy Holly and 

John F. Kennedy Is Dead both appeared in Childhood Dreams. 

Rewritten versions appear in Friendship Farm. Michael Jackson 

died in June 2009, and The Last King of Pop appears here for the 

first time.

The second to last piece is a conversation between my two 

good friends, Carb and Dio. These two characters debuted in some 

dialogues I wrote about global climate change some time ago. 

Back then we called them Carbon and Dioxide. It turns out they 
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like to talk about other subjects, too. In How to Draw a Naked 

Woman we listen in as they talk about art. With somewhat 

different and changeable monikers, our friends talk about their 

names in What’s In Your Name? You’ll have to read that one to see 

what else it’s about.

November 26, 2009
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Foreword

When Dad asked me to write a foreword for this book’s first 

edition around Thanksgiving of 2008, I had mixed feelings. The 

book would be a good collection of family stories that we could 

enjoy for years, I knew that. I had doubts because I didn’t see how 

I could frame the book’s pages in an appropriate light. Dad tried to 

reassure me. He told me to write whatever I like, short or long. His 

suggestions helped, but writing  personal thoughts just isn’t easy. 

That, after all, is why Mom’s annual Christmas letter usually arrives 

at the end of January.

Then I thought about the impetus for this book: honoring 

memories and writing. A friend of mine in law school, who is 

Jewish, recently visited his girlfriend over winter break and took 

part in his first Christmas Day. He complained, half jokingly, that 

the unwrapping process took seven hours. “Everyone opened the 

presents one at a time!” he lamented. And suddenly I was back in 

Des Moines, growing  up, with what seemed like countless adults 

opening one present after another, while I had to wait my turn to 

open a new gift. Often a present would be accompanied by a story 

– who got what where, what the significance of a book was, or 

why a silly gift represented another gift yet to come.

When I admonish Emily to be patient on Christmas morning, I 

try to remember how I felt when I was her age. Still, I can’t help 

but explain to her, as I explained to my friend after his first 

Christmas morning, that relishing the long process of opening 

presents is the most enjoyable part. The memories I have as a ten-

year-old help me enjoy our Christmas Days more than if I had 

begun each Christmas in a flurry of gift un-wrapping before 

retreating to play with my new toys.

But for this family, I think writing, reading, and memories are 

in some way intertwined. One of my mom’s favorite stories from 

my childhood, and a fond memory of my own, is of a gloomy 

weekend we spent in Chicago fifteen years ago when we 
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voraciously consumed To Kill a Mockingbird. She read it to me 

while my dad attended a conference. Then I remembered how 

every night growing up, my day ended with Mom and Dad reading 

a story to me. This winter, with my sister taking  part in the same 

nightly reading ritual, my parents read To Kill a Mockingbird to her, 

and I was happy to be home on vacation from school to hear a 

large chunk of it.

Read the stories in this book years from now. Each story, 

poem, or essay recalls a memory about the author, or some period 

in our family’s history. They bring back the same types of memories 

I experience each Christmas Day, or each time our family reads 

together. These memories keep our family close even though we’re 

apart.

December, 2009
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Friendship Farm

Friendship Farm, from the dear faded floral wallpaper of their 

cottage to its scuffed wide-planked pine floors, exuded Old 

Money. You could recognize Old Money right away by the fact that 

it reveled in its own shabbiness. David came from Old Money. 

Old Money meant living in gracefully manicured neighborhoods 

where the houses were each large as well as unique, and singing 

in the Episcopal (or Presbyterian) church choir. And Maryanne 

Dowd never forgot to get down on her knees every night and 

thank the Lord for showering  these blessings upon her, David the 

greatest of all. She would have married him all over again, 

whenever and however he’d come into his fortune.

Old Money also meant culture, an attribute their friends at the 

farm, the Kings (from Seattle) and the Priestlys (from San Diego), 

possessed to the hilt. Every first week in August for the last three 

years, the Dowds had driven up to Maine from Boston to spend 

the week with them here. And what a week it was! Adam and 

Kendall, never without activities designed for kids and teenagers, 

and buddies to participate with, loved it here. And for the adults 

Friendship offered just the right blend of intimacy and anonymity. 

They could eat dinner with the Kings and the Priestlys, play tennis 

in pairs or mixed doubles, or, since Friendship’s grounds were 

extensive, go off somewhere entirely alone.

 Their friends, originally David’s but now Maryanne’s too, were 

all Harvard-educated, recognized the best foods and wines, and 

had irrepressible senses of humor as well as impeccable manners. 

For just one example: Although David had briefly dated and then 

dropped Cynthia King  shortly after meeting Maryanne, Cynthia still 

socialized with him warmly. It was true that initially, when they 

had announced their engagement, Cynthia had accused David of 

“couch casting” his wife, but it was natural that she would have 

been gloomy for a time and Maryanne bore her no hard feelings. 
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Cynthia, for her part, had completely accepted Maryanne as a 

member of the happy gang. 

Still, her marriage to David had not conferred upon Maryanne 

either an Ivy League degree or their lofty way of speaking  (Cynthia 

and Maya used words like “subtext” and “oxymoron”). She 

suspected, too, that Cynthia (a doctor) and Maya (a lawyer) 

sometimes whispered behind her back about Maryanne’s not 

having  a job outside of the home. They frowned on this, it seemed, 

even though they knew full well that David had plenty of money 

and that she didn’t need to work. The Kings and the Priestlys were 

terrific human beings, but Maryanne did sometimes feel, during 

the long evenings together at Friendship, as if she’d come to the 

poker table without quite a full hand. 

Maybe they did consider her something of a loser for spending 

her days grocery shopping and tending to the household. Still, they 

had to admit, Maryanne had managed to get her kids admitted to 

the best private schools – Adam attended Roxbury Latin and 

Kendall had just graduated from Dana Hall – whereas the King and 

Priestly kids’ schools, while also expensive, were second-tier. And 

now Kendall had been admitted at Princeton for the fall. Her 

daughter’s acceptance – no one needed to find out that she got in 

off the wait list – in addition to being  a kind of back door 

admission for Maryanne herself, was a clear validation of her 

mothering skills.

She’d planned all along  to let the news slip at dinner that first 

night. Now, as she stood in the master bedroom of their charming 

little cottage, absently folding David’s shirts, shorts, and socks and 

slipping them into the dresser designated as his, she imagined the 

conversation that would ensue after they heard Kendall’s plans for 

the fall. She was lingering  by an open drawer, shrouded in the soft 

glow of candlelight and reflected glory, when she heard Adam’s 

voice down below in the barnyard. 

She shut the drawer she’d been working  on with her hip, and 

whisked the binoculars off the top of David’s dresser. From the 

open window, she located her son easily. He was standing  a few 
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feet from the barn, a bright blue ball in each hand, at the center of 

a small crowd of people that included Cynthia King and her two 

boys. Also present were five members of Adam’s fan club. “The fan 

club”, so called by Maryanne and David, was a group of teenage 

girls who had, ever since the Dowds appeared at Friendship this 

first week in August three years ago, doted on Adam, the only 

teenage guest who happened also to be male. 

“Ok,” said Adam. He licked his lips then jerked his wrists one 

at a time as if positioning  the balls to fit into slots of a vending 

machine. Maryanne could just make out the angry red splotches of 

acne that bloomed across Adam’s cheeks. For a moment she 

cringed for him, remembering  how, in high school, she’d scrubbed 

her oily countenance with Clearasil and Acne Gone and finally 

even sworn off chocolate sundaes altogether. But her fair skin 

remained an angry landscape studded with blemishes at various 

stages of ripening and drying  out. She hated appearing  in public – 

parties in particular engendered nightmares – until she turned 

seventeen and her complexion began to cooperate. But now here 

stood her own flesh and blood performing  before a crowd. His 

boldness stemmed no doubt in part at least from the admiration of 

the club members, a wholesome tonic for Adam who, along with 

his other studious friends, tended to be overlooked by girls at his 

heavy-on-athletics private school. That, Maryanne was sure, would 

not always be the case. Adam took mostly after David in looks, 

olive-skinned with very promising  regular features but with 

Maryanne’s own beautiful grey-green eyes. He was also very tall 

compared to his friends.

“Ride’s here,” said Adam’s friend Carlee,  pointing  with her 

thumb. A wagon, laden with hay, drew up in front of the barn and 

jerked to a halt. A crowd poured onto the wagon and over the two 

long benches that stretched down either side of it. Cynthia, 

holding  the hands of her two boys, one on either side, stepped 

back several feet, apparently declining to board, but Adam and his 

friends hastened forward and climbed up, one after the other, 

Adam waiting chivalrously until the last of the girls had mounted. 
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This was a not-to-be-missed opportunity to catch Cynthia 

before she, too, wandered off. Cynthia would share the news with 

Maya Priestly and Maya could be counted on to broadcast it. As 

early as tonight, maybe on her way to the dining  room, folks 

Maryanne might not even know very well would point her out.

“That’s Maryanne Dowd. Her daughter Kendall’s in at 

Princeton.”

“Wow! Did Maryanne go there, too?”

“Dunno. Her husband David’s a Harvard man, though. They 

must both have some damn good genes.”

Maryanne returned the binoculars to the top of the dresser and 

checked herself hastily in the mirror. She hadn’t taken off as much 

weight as she’d hoped, but her black slacks and blue and emerald 

all-cotton blouse that brought out the color of her eyes were 

slimming, especially when she left the blouse untucked as she did 

now. In fact, she’d read recently that slightly stout women actually 

look younger than thinner ones like Cynthia and Maya who, 

though they had younger children were two years older than 

Maryanne. She could almost be Kendall’s older sister, albeit one 

who hadn’t had the benefit of orthodonture. But David always said 

that her slightly crooked eye-teeth gave her face character. She 

winked at her reflection, and turned to head out.

“Hey Adam!”  Cynthia’s voice rose up from outside. “Did you 

by any chance happen to notice that you just cut the line?”

Maryanne darted back to the window. Adam, feet neatly 

planted on the wagon’s steps, right hand gripping the stair rail, was 

just launching  himself up while Cynthia, not ten feet behind, stood 

glaring at his back.

“What?” said Adam over his shoulder, his smile fading  quickly. 

Still holding the rail, he turned all the way around to face Cynthia 

squarely. “I’m sorry. Was there a line?”

She moved her palm over the landscape. “Do you see all these 

people?” 

“Sure.”
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“So did you assume they were all hanging  around just to 

watch you show off?”

“No, I —“

“Yeah, well, surprise, surprise! They were waiting to go for a 

hay ride in this wagon you just shoved ahead of them to get onto.”

“I’m awfully sorry,” said Adam, first to Cynthia, and then to the 

others whose eyes had now fastened onto them both. “I guess I 

wasn’t paying that much attention. Geez, I didn’t mean to cut.”

“And now,” said Cynthia, crossing her arms over her chest, 

“just because you and your friends were so greedy, everyone else 

has to wait – who knows how long – for the next hayride.”

From on top of the wagon, someone gasped.

“You can take my place if you like,” said Adam.

“That’s terrific,” said Cynthia, and pointed at the two little boys 

by her side. Her son Brian was now tugging  at her arm, but the 

other, Jake, was sucking  his thumb as if nothing  particular was 

going on, as if he were used to such scenes. “One seat for three 

people. A great offer. Thanks.”

“Look – I’m sorry,” said Adam again, and then to the crowd, 

“Would anyone else like my place?”

“Let’s all get off,” said Becca, standing up.

“Oh, for heaven’s sake, don’t worry about it.” A gray-haired 

woman with protruding teeth waved Becca back down. “Go along 

with your friends, now, go on,” she said to Adam. “We can wait for 

the next wagon. It’ll come in ten minutes or so. I don’t think 

anyone’s dying here. Is anyone dying?”

Still Adam hesitated, his eyes imploring  Cynthia for permission 

to board. But Cynthia turned on her heel and faced the barn.

“Are you coming or staying?” called a man from the wagon. 

He was struggling  to hold onto the waist of a wriggling little boy 

who squealed and kicked at the man’s shins.

Adam seized the rail again and hoisted himself up. Picking  his 

way over several pairs of feet, he squeezed himself into a small 

space between Becca and Carlee. The driver, with a brief glance 
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over his shoulder, slapped the reins and the horses began to trot. 

Becca patted Adam’s shoulder.

Maryanne peered forward, pressing  her nose against the 

window’s screen, and tried to make out her son’s expression, but 

she no longer had the binoculars and the wagon turned, quickly 

vanishing behind the chicken coop. She continued to stare as the 

crowd dissipated, some glancing at Cynthia before wandering 

away. Maryanne stumbled towards the bed and let herself drop 

down heavily onto it.

*     *     *

She was still seated on the bed in the dim room, shoulders 

slumped over, when about ten minutes later, she heard David slam 

the door downstairs. She stood up in alarm, and after glancing 

quickly around the room, flung  back the bedcovers, and jumped 

into the bed, tugging  the top sheet and blanket up towards her 

neck just as David, having climbed the stairs, burst into the room. 

Once inside the door, he hung back.

“Hi, there,” he said softly. The door squeaked on its hinges as 

he opened it wider and peered at her more closely in the light 

from the hallway. “You sick?”

“Not sick, no,” said Maryanne, looking  up. “Just resting.” Then 

she stretched, disrupting the sheets carelessly as if she had just 

actually been planning  to rise, and added in a louder voice, 

“That’s how I know I’m on vacation. I don’t usually get to take 

naps, you know, otherwise.”

“Ha!” said David. He clicked the door to the room shut and 

began to pull his sweaty green t-shirt up over his head. Maryanne 

sat up on the edge of the bed and watched him silently. She 

considered telling  him about Adam’s humiliation, but it made her 

tired even to think about placing  the picture of it into her 

husband’s brain.

“How was your run?” she asked instead.

“Not too bad,” he said aiming his shirt at the wicker basket 

that served as a hamper for the cottage. (She intended to talk to the 
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front desk about that; they needed at least one other). The shirt 

landed mostly inside, one sleeve drooping  over the rim. “A little 

longer than I planned. I ran into Matt King. He just got back from 

the Choate reunion and, of course, had to tell me who all was 

there – and, you know, who they were screwing now.”

She looked at him sidewise. “You never go to those,” she said, 

not accusing, just stating  the facts. She got up and walked over to 

the hamper where she stuffed the offending sleeve into it herself.

“Yeah, well,” he said, and grinned. “But you know what those 

events are really for, don’t you Maryanne?”

She blinked. After 19 years of marriage, she knew one thing: 

that David couldn’t care less whether he was seen in a place or 

not.

“Fatten the alumni for the milking.” He stretched his neck to 

one side and scratched it slowly. “Still,” he said, “I’ve always 

admired the energy Matt puts into keeping  in touch with old 

friends. Imagine if he hadn’t talked up this farm all these years, and 

called us right away – What was it? Three years ago? – when he 

found out about the cancellation on this cottage, we’d never have 

been able to come this week. Or maybe even made it up here at 

all.”

“Adam wouldn’t have founded his club,” she murmured.

“True! Oh, and yeah, I almost forgot: The Kings, Priestlys and 

we’re all going to meet up for dinner at six,” he said, “If that’s ok.”

“Big table,” she said, rolling  her eyes while smiling to 

communicate that she was more or less kidding. 

But David, his fingers absently plucking the waistband of his 

shorts, thrust his head forward at her, his brow furrowed and eyes 

glazed over. “What do you mean? We’ve always eaten dinner 

together when we’re here.”   

This was David’s usual argument for doing a thing  a certain 

way: it was the way they’d always done it before. But now Cynthia 

had chewed out Adam – in public – as if he’d deliberately 

misbehaved. Not merely some kid, but Adam, the son of her own 
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husband’s best friend. Since Choate – gorgeous school. And as 

eager as she was to let everyone know about Kendall, Maryanne 

had a bad feeling  about sitting  at the same table with the Kings on 

this particular night. David was right, though: to ask for a separate 

one would be a slap in the face to the Kings and the Priestlys both.

*     *     *

She caught her breath when she entered the dining room. It 

had been enlarged and remodeled since the year before. If you 

could see this dining room apart from its surroundings, you’d never 

guess it was part of a farm. It looked more like a bistro, with its tile 

floor, dim lighting, and black cushioned seats. However, 

Maryanne’s biggest concern at the moment was locating  their 

table. 

She had decided she wouldn’t mention this afternoon’s 

incident to Adam unless he brought it up himself. (Cynthia had 

almost definitely been out of sorts and the less said to her about 

the episode the better.) Also if she launched the subject with 

Adam, he might mistakenly assume she’d been spying  on him. He 

hated that. 

Given the usual commotion surrounding  all the assembled 

children and the screamed-out requests, she realized, it was just 

possible that no one would ask Kendall about her plans. She could 

hardly blurt it out herself. It wouldn’t come off sounding very 

impressive. No, she would have to pave the way with an 

interesting observation, if she could come up with any, about 

national or global affairs and then somehow smuggle the news 

into the ensuing conversation. Should she mention that she hoped 

Kendall’s understanding  of the world would benefit from attending 

a school with such a large political science department? Yes, that 

might be just the ticket. 

As she neared the back of the dining room, still looking 

around, she caught sight of the Kings and the Priestlys and started 

towards them. Oddly, David, who’d come down while Maryanne 

was still putting on her make-up, had not yet arrived. Nor had 
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Kendall or Adam, but that, at least was not unusual as they tended 

to get caught up with their friends and didn’t always pay close 

attention to the time. Cynthia, leaning back in her chair against a 

wall, was faced away from Maryanne chatting animatedly with 

Maya. From the side of her face Maryanne could see, she appeared 

to be in much better spirits than she’d been this afternoon. 

Relieved, Maryanne smiled cheerily and made her way to the 

table. Maya waved to her and nudged Cynthia who turned towards 

her.

“Hey,” said Cynthia, not unfriendly, “where’ve you been 

hiding yourself all afternoon?”  

“Not hiding,” said Maryanne, looking at her watch. It was 

6:15. Where could they all be? The little Kings and Priestlys were 

climbing  all over the place so it was hard to tell for sure, but it 

didn’t seem – no, it didn’t quite seem – as if there were enough 

chairs for the Dowds. ”Just resting.”  And, since David hadn’t 

arrived, she repeated the lines she’d fed him earlier. “That’s how I 

know I’m on vacation. I get to take a nap!”

She began to count the chairs silently.

“And I’ve always mistakenly assumed you were a lady of 

leisure,” said Cynthia. Her black hair, cinched back into a 

ponytail, seemed to pull her mouth with it into a tight grin. Her 

bright, white, straightened teeth sparkled and her lipstick, a pale 

shade of brown, was spread smoothly and evenly over her mouth 

with just a smidgeon extra applied in two thin lines, one above 

and the other below her lips. In another person, this might have 

been sloppiness, but Cynthia always applied lipstick this way. 

Maryanne imagined herself taking a tissue to Cynthia’s face and 

cleaning it up. 

“Actually, it’s been a madhouse lately and I’ve been a 

complete wreck what with getting Kendall ready to go off next 

month to —“ 

A crash behind her made Maryanne jump. She turned to see 

Matt King come bounding towards her, stooping to right the chair 
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he’d knocked over in his haste. He threw his arms around 

Maryanne’s neck and kissed each of her cheeks. 

“How are ya?” he asked. “You’re looking  great,” Her chin 

resting on Matt’s shoulder, she finished her calculation. The table 

was exactly four short. Where was the – 

But just then Maryanne caught sight of David waving to attract 

her attention from a small table in the corner to her right. Kendall 

and Adam sat opposite him. They looked settled there, but in the 

wrong place. Weren’t they?

“What’s going  on?” asked Maryanne, and drew away from 

Matt, her eyes wandering  from his table, set only for nine, to the 

small one in the corner where David and her children sat off by 

themselves. She counted again. It couldn’t be, but it was. This 

separation looked planned. But who had planned it? Not David, 

for sure. David had resolutely insisted they all sit together. “I 

thought we were all –“

“Look, Maryanne, I’m as bummed out by this as you are. We 

were all going  to sit together. I guess the wait staff figured,” he 

said, his voice taking on a falsetto, “we is just too large and 

raucous a group.” He shrugged and flashed her a grin that instantly 

revealed a good many of his teeth and then just as suddenly 

completely disappeared. He resumed his normal way of speaking, 

“I personally don’t see why. Thirteen’s the perfect number as far as 

I’m concerned.” 

Maryanne leaped onto Matt’s explanation as if it were the last 

train to Shangri-La. “Well, that’s perfectly understandable!” she 

said. She waved to her kids, then held up her index finger to 

reassure them she’d be there in a sec. “Listen, I have a great idea: 

why don’t we all meet up at the lounge for coffee and dessert 

afterwards?” she said. “I mean after the kids are done and off at 

evening  activities. Only us grown-ups.” She rested her hand on 

Matt’s upper arm and beamed at him. “I’m just dying to hear all 

your news!”

*     *     *
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“What a great new dining  room they’ve built!” called out 

Maryanne as she and David came clattering into the lounge after 

dinner.

The Kings and the Priestlys had already settled in love seats 

forming two sides of a rectangle, a table at its center with fresh 

cups of coffee. On the table in front of them lay dessert plates with 

cookies and picked at slices of pie. Scott and Matt stood up and 

reached over to shake David’s hand in turn as Maryanne sat down 

on the vacant sofa. “Hi Maya, Scott. Cynthia.” 

“The new dining room,” said Scott sitting down again, “looks a 

little bit too much like something out of Gatsby in my opinion.”  

“Doesn’t it?” said Maryanne moving her head back and 

beaming at Scott as if he’d solved some stubborn mystery. As 

David sat down beside her, Maryanne wondered whether she 

should go ahead and make her announcement now while they 

had the floor. She placed her coffee cup down carefully on the 

table in front of her, and just then she caught sight of the only 

other occupants of the room, a family of four sitting together a few 

feet away at a high table on bar stools. A trashy woman with baby 

blond hair and a leathery face sat at the table nearest Maryanne 

wearing a bathing  suit top – in the lounge in the evening! – and 

short shorts, over the edge of which folds of her stomach were 

neatly stacked. A multi-colored tattoo of three coiled, poisonous-

looking snakes gilded her upper right arm. Next to her sat a man 

Maryanne assumed must be her husband, a large man with the 

mottled complexion of an alcoholic, who kept one elbow on the 

table while piling  in forkful after forkful of dessert into his mouth 

as if he were stoking  a fire. A little boy and girl, too young  still to 

be offensive, sat opposite them.

Maryanne managed to tear her eyes away from them just as 

Maya poked Cynthia in the ribs with her elbow. “Remember that 

time back at Harvard when Scott hid in your closet and you tried 

to get me to go down to the store?”

She had lost her advantage, but the evening was young.
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“And succeeded!” said Scott. “Remember when you came 

back?” he added, raising and lowering his eyebrows suggestively.

“We had a trick planned for Maya,” said Cynthia looking  at 

David as she spoke.

“I’ll say,” said Maya, sipping her wine to hide a smile.

“What was that?” David asked.

Cynthia pushed her chin towards him as if issuing  a challenge. 

“I put on a bathing suit and took off the straps and Scott emerged 

from the closet wearing his trunks.” 

Maya, next to her, burst out laughing but covered her mouth.

“Then,” said Cynthia, “Scott jumped into bed with me and we 

pulled up the covers.”

Scott held up his index finger. “Carefully leaving  our shoulders 

exposed,” he added.

“When I came back,” said Maya to Matt, flushing, “I found my 

roommate and my boyfriend in bed together, naked, their arms 

wound around each other’s necks.” 

Maryanne stole a sidewise glance at David who sat on the 

couch with his arms draped over the back on either side, his legs 

apart and stretched in front of him, staring  at Cynthia in open 

admiration. He had never before looked so much like a big piece 

of beef as he did now. 

The Kings and the Priestlys howled and Matt threw Cynthia a 

that’s-my-girl wink. 

Maryanne dug her nails into her thighs and looked around her 

for something, anything  to focus on outside this trip down memory 

lane in which she was entirely irrelevant. Her eyes alighted again 

on the trashy family – were they really paying guests at this 

upscale farm? – and remained glued there as she listened in 

horrified fascination to their conversation.

“Tiffany!” said her mother. “Knock off that blowin’.” 

Tiffany ignored her and continued using  her straw to make her 

milk bubble. Hubby glowered and after about twenty seconds, 

reached over and slapped Tiffany’s hand – hard. The milk glass fell 
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over and the white liquid seeped over the identically colored 

tablecloth. Her mother threw down napkins to blot it up.

 “Why’d you do that, Daddy?” said Tiffany, tearing up. “I was 

just drinkin’ my milk!” 

“Yeah, sure, just drinkin’ your milk,” he said.

“What’d I tell you Tiffany?” said her mother in a cajoling voice. 

“Before we came in here? You gotta know there’s consequences 

when you don’t do whatya told,” she said.

The snakes moved up to stroke the little girl’s hair and 

Maryanne wondered how such people could even appear in 

public, much less here. How was it that they weren’t embarrassed 

to look and sound like they did? But, she reminded herself 

tolerantly, you were what you were and couldn’t help it if one of 

the things you were was ignorant, when she felt David tugging  at 

her arm. She turned towards him. He was frowning  and pulled her 

harshly towards himself as he scrambled to reach her ear. “You’re 

staring at those people!” he hissed.

“Hey!” she called out to the others in her group, just as if he’d 

pressed a button. All eyes turned to her.

“Guess what?” she said. Not knowing what else to do with her 

corporeal self, she touched David’s arm and cuddled up to him. 

He smiled down at her cooperatively – just blazed up and cooled 

right down, one of the things she loved him for – and Maryanne 

hooked her arm into his. “Our Kendall has been accepted at 

Princeton.” This was not at all how she’d intended the news to 

come out, but it had, at least, come out. She had never boasted 

about Kendall’s straight A’s, or her appointment as editor-in-chief of 

the school newspaper, or her captainship of the tennis team. Her 

blond beauty, of course, had always been self-evident, but now, 

finally, her true worth had been revealed. Maryanne felt a great 

weight lifting from her.

“We just found out,” said David, nodding. “She got in off of 

the wait list.”
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Matt stood up and crossed the room quickly. “That’s fantastic,” 

he said slapping David on the back. “I always knew she had it in 

her.” 

“Isn’t Princeton the one with all those eating  clubs?” asked 

Maya.

“Yup,” said Cynthia.

“Oh, they’re much less prominent than they used to be,” said 

Maryanne. “The admissions people assured us. Last spring when 

we visited, that is.”

Cynthia stood up before her audience and yawned wide. She 

stretched her arms up above her head and her tank top rose, too, 

revealing a bare midriff with only a slight trace of a paunch. “I 

think I’d better hit the hay, as we say on the farm. I swear, even the 

air up here is soporific!” She slid her palms over her face and 

leaned down to pick up her sweater. En route to the door, her 

husband padding along behind her, she turned. “Oh and 

congratulations,” she said. 

Maya and Scott, too, got up to go. “You must be very proud,” 

said Maya. 

“All the best,” said Scott at the door. As the group exited, Scott 

saluted the happy couple still squeezed together on their loveseat. 

The trashy family stood and left the room behind the others.

*     *     *

Not an acquaintance David and Maryanne passed the next 

morning as they made their way down to the little lake beach, 

seemed to pay them any special mind at all. But, Maryanne 

reminded herself, it took time for news like this to circulate. She 

had probably erred in letting everyone know about Kendall when 

they were already tired and thinking only about bed. They might 

yet ask for details and she could always tell a few other people 

herself. She smiled in happiness. Today was a new day – yes, and 

an unusually hot one. Now at 10 am, the temperature had already 

climbed to 85 degrees. 
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When they reached the final steep path leading to the water’s 

edge, Maryanne saw that Ed, an owner of Friendship, was 

collecting life vests from some of the rarely-used paddle boats. As 

David and Maryanne trudged down, a few rocks tumbled down, 

too,  and Ed looked up.

“Anyone for waterskiing?” he asked. 

David turned to Maryanne. “What do you say?”

“No thanks,” she said. “But, look, you go on. I’ll just sit on one 

of those chairs,” she pointed, “and read my trashy novel. She 

reached into her flowered Vera Bradley bag, fished out Multiple 

Sins, and held it up.

 “We can still take that that swim together when I get back,” 

said David, walking  backwards for a moment en route with Ed 

down the thin strip of sand that served as the beach.

 “For heaven’s sake,” she said, flapping  him on, ”just go on 

and have a good time. I’m a big girl.”

Pushing off her more immediate concerns, with the 

comfortable feeling that her husband and children were happily 

occupied for the time, Maryanne began to sort through the lounge 

chairs lined up on the hillside surrounding the little sand beach. 

Locating  one of the cleaner ones, she pulled it down a little way 

into the lake so that the front frame was half-submerged in water 

while the back rested on moist packed sand. 

She kicked off her sandals. Holding her book in one hand, she 

dropped her beach bag  onto the center of the chair and pulled the 

cover-up over her head. This she draped over the top of the chair. 

A bird chirped from an overhanging  branch and Maryanne looked 

up to get a glimpse of the creature that made such delightful 

sounds. She couldn’t spot him, but into her mind came a tune she 

had not sung since childhood. “Taste and see the goodness of the 

Lord. Taste and see his kindness to all men.” She hummed it now, 

out of tune, of course.

“This really is a perfect place,” she thought, soaking  in the 

expanse of lake hills and sky. “The motto’s corny, but apt,” she 
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thought. ‘Friendship Farm: Where new friends are silver and old 

friends are gold’ She moved her bag  off to the side and behind her, 

seated herself on the edge of her chair and dangled her toes in the 

murky water of the lake, for a few moments looking  and listening 

and breathing  in the fresh moist air, the sun warming  her back and 

sending little shivers up and down her spine. Just as she was 

settling  back on her chair to read, a mosquito began to buzz in her 

ear. She waved it away and glanced up. The blazing  sun was 

surrounded only by benign clouds, but not far away she saw that 

much darker ones were gathering. She hoped David would get out 

of the water before the storm hit. He had a worrying way of 

making every moment count. 

Way down, almost at the point where the beach curved away 

from sight, he stood talking  and gesticulating  with Ed as if he had 

all the time in the world. As she watched, David put on his life vest 

and the two men pushed the boat out into the lake. Another 

mosquito landed on her arm and she slapped it dead, brushing  off 

the flattened bloody mass with her fingertips. She had, she 

thought, remembered to bring  a some insect repellant with her, 

and she turned halfway around in the chair and stuck her hand 

inside the bag. It was an awkward position, her body twisted one 

way, her arm another as she rummaged for the can. After a few 

seconds of futile searching, during which she was stung a couple 

of times, she decided she’d better get serious. She heaved herself 

up off the lounge chair, startled suddenly by a voice behind her.

“Hey!” 

She turned to see Matt King, with Cynthia a few feet behind 

him, picking their way down to the beach from the steep rocky 

path descending to it.

“Well, hey!” said Maryanne. She seized her cover-all and 

pulled it on, wishing mightily that the flesh on her upper arms 

would stop moving when she did.

She wondered why not only one King, but both Matt and 

Cynthia had decided to visit the beach just now and perhaps more 

unusually, unaccompanied by any children. Both, moreover, were 
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fully clothed, Matt in a collared shirt and Bermuda shorts and 

Cynthia in a blue and white striped cotton tank top with a new 

shade of red lipstick meticulously applied to her lips and the area 

just outside them.

“Ah,” said Matt, pointing  off to the right side of the lake at the 

boat bearing David and Ed. “David going waterskiing?”

“Uh huh. Ed gave him an offer he couldn’t refuse.” 

Matt looked at her quizzically and Maryanne blushed; in her 

clumsy attempt at humor, she’d made an absurd reference. “All Ed 

had to do was suggest skiing,” she added with false cheer, “and off 

he just flew!” Now the wrong verb.

Matt kicked the dirt below his feet and cleared his throat. “Can 

I talk something  over with you – or would you rather just wait for 

David?”

“Of course,” said Maryanne. It couldn’t be that either of her 

children were hurt. That he would have blurted out right away. But 

whatever it was, she was increasingly certain that Cynthia and 

Matt had come on some unpleasant mission or other. “No – we 

don’t have to wait,” she said, feeling  that she would, indeed, 

strongly prefer to have David with her. “Unless you’d rather, that 

is.”

Matt shifted his weight from one foot to the other. “No, I’m ok 

with this,” he said, and glanced from Maryanne to Cynthia then 

back to Maryanne. For several moments, no one moved or said 

anything at all. Cynthia gazed up at the path they’d just 

descended. Dreading the journey back up?

Matt coughed into his hand. “What it is is just that – we were 

just thinking that, actually, this place has actually changed a lot 

over the last several years – with all the building and remodeling 

and so many more people coming here and so on,” he said.

Was it conceivable that he and Cynthia had really come all 

the way down to the beach just to discuss the development of the 

farm?
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“It sure is,” said Maryanne, with a hostess’s impulse to help 

Matt out. “It’s astonishing how well they seem able to keep up 

with the increased demand,” she said. “Which is great,” she added 

quickly, “because this place is paradise, especially for kids.” She 

opened her now-covered arms expansively and looked around her, 

taking the whole farm into her embrace. “We’re really grateful to 

you all for finding – and sharing it with us,” she said. She beamed 

at them. Mosquitoes notwithstanding, if there was a heaven on 

earth, this might well be it. Even the steak she’d eaten last night 

had been perfectly cooked, just the way she liked it, pink in the 

center.

“Well, that’s kind of what we came here to talk to you about,” 

said Matt.

“Yes?” prompted Maryanne despite herself. The little tic in her 

right eye began to twitch; she forced it wider open it in a futile 

effort to keep it still.

“Well, we were thinking  that it would be a good thing if they 

stopped expanding, actually, and stopped building more cottages.” 

He glanced up at Cynthia who had picked up a stick from 

somewhere and was using it to pry up a rock from the ground by 

her feet. “We were thinking  it wouldn’t be a bad thing, either, if 

maybe fewer people came here at any one time in a year.”

Maryanne covered her forehead with her hand, pretending to 

shield her eyes from the sun. The enormity of what they were 

suggesting began to dawn on her.

“Are you thinking of writing a letter or something?”

“Tell her,” said Cynthia, keeping her eyes focused on her stick.

Matt’s eyes moved from Cynthia’s face to Maryanne’s. “Well, 

actually,” he said, and stopped. He inhaled deeply and let his 

breath out through his nose. “It might be better,” he said, once 

again glancing towards Cynthia and back at Maryanne. “It might 

be better if you picked a different week to come up next year.”

Maryanne stood still as the world came rushing into her ears.
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“What Matt is trying incoherently to communicate,” said 

Cynthia with a warning glance at her husband, “is that we don’t 

want you to be here when we are. Simple as that.”

“I don’t understand,” said Maryanne blinking rapidly and 

shifting her gaze to the lake. David, now only an inch-and-a-half 

tall, was leaning back on one end of a rope attached to a boat 

about three times his size. His tiny skis slid across the horizon.

Maryanne picked the nearest object she could find to lean on, 

the lounge chair she’d left minutes earlier. Weighted down by only 

her bag, which she’d dropped back onto the seat, it began to 

topple. She stood upright again and tried to hold herself erect by 

folding her trembling arms across her chest.

“I don’t – I’m not sure I understand what you’re getting at,” she 

said, glancing at Matt, the closest approximation she could find to 

an ally. “You mean all of us – my family?”

Matt nodded, and held his hands together in front of him by 

his thighs, looking downright miserable.

“But why?” she asked because she couldn’t help it. Her eyes 

glazed over, she saw herself as the Kings must see her now: 

bloated, helpless, stranded, her bleached hair pathetically frizzled 

in the sunshine. It didn’t matter to them where her daughter had 

been admitted to college or what kind of car they drove. (It was a 

new Lexus SUV.) Try as she might to appear presentable, she was a 

failure.

“When we came here alone – just the Priestlys and us – it was 

perfect. Then you guys appeared and – well, there you were and 

everything changed.”

“But there are 400 people here,” said Maryanne. 

Cynthia looked up to the sky, performing her own mental 

calculation. She frowned. “Something  like that. What difference 

does it make?”

“Couldn’t you – I mean – with 400 people, couldn’t you just 

ignore us – sit separately – ?” She stopped and gaped at Cynthia, 

who nodded.
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“We were hoping you’d take the hint,” she said. “But I 

understand Matt blew it.” She cast him a miffed glance.

 And as unreal as this whole scene was, Maryanne recognized 

that she should have foreseen it. The unprovoked attack on Adam 

in the barnyard, the jettisoning of her family at dinner along with 

Matt’s desperate insincerity, Cynthia’s feigned indifference to their 

presence. It all fit perfectly. Yet here Maryanne stood, unprepared, 

and helpless to save even herself, much less her family. Tears of 

shame and indignation pressed against the back of her eyes but 

she trapped them there – it was the least she could do for David 

and the children having failed otherwise to protect them. Her 

voice was steady as she spoke.

“Would you like us to pack up and leave right now?” she 

asked.

“Oh no, you can stay for the time being,” said Cynthia, 

apparently taking Maryanne’s offer as genuine. “Just pick a 

different week to come up next year – and thereafter,” she said, 

smiling and nodding the way a person did when being particularly 

kind to an inferior. Then, twirling her stick in the air in front of her, 

she added, “If you come at all, that is.”

Colored snakes coiled together on the trashy woman’s arm, 

and hubby knocked over his daughter’s milk in an effort to slap her 

in public. Maryanne would be thrilled to see those people 

disappear from Friendship Farm forever. But would it ever have 

occurred to her to go and say it? If so, could she actually have 

done it? No, this was a deed only a good friend could stoop to. 

Her brain churned with thoughts of Adam and the girls he might 

never see again, of Kendall refusing  to accompany them to a 

different vacation spot where she had no friends, and she winced. 

“How dare you!” she said, hardly opening her mouth, but 

letting out a muted growl.

“Excuse me?” said Cynthia taking a step backwards. Matt 

looked up from where he’d been drilling holes into the ground 

with his eyes.
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“How dare you tell us when to come and when not to,” said 

Maryanne. ”This is a public place.” 

“You see?” said Cynthia, turning to her husband. “I told you 

she’d start this.” She pointed her stick at Maryanne’s face and 

narrowed her eyes. “You – owe – us.” 

“Owe you?” 

“We told you about this farm. You never would have known 

the place existed, never would have come up here with your 

squealing, acne-ridden children but for us.”

Maryanne tried to fill her lungs but the surrounding  air had 

gone thin and sour. How was this happening? David had 

graduated from Harvard and Kendall was in at Princeton. Adam, 

poor Adam, was still only in high school, but clearly headed in the 

right direction. Yet how little it took to bring  them all down! Now, 

no matter where they went or what they accomplished, she would 

always remember that they had been kicked out of Friendship 

Farm. God.

“Sorry to tell you,” said Maryanne, wondering what exactly 

she was about to be sorry to say. “But we are coming right back 

next year – this week next year.” 

She knew it was a lie even as the words came dribbling  out of 

her mouth. How could they possibly show their faces here again? 

But the Kings didn’t know she was lying. And their ignorance was, 

at the moment, the only thing she could hold onto. Matt’s popping 

irises and Cynthia’s bright, red, twitching face made Maryanne’s 

stomach seize and she was afraid she might vomit. Instead, 

though, she started to laugh the way she had as a young girl when 

her cousin had jumped down from the tree they’d been playing in 

and hurt his leg. “What’s the matter with you?!” he’d screamed 

from the ground. But then as now, the more she tried to stop 

herself, the harder her laughter seethed and surged from her.

“Are you insane?” asked Cynthia.

Maryanne slapped her hands against her temples and forced 

herself to conjure up the faces of David and the kids when she told 
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them they weren’t welcome – some sort of plug it seemed, had 

arisen in her lungs and now stopped her from inhaling fully – that 

they’d in fact never been welcome. She’d have to do it right away 

because if she didn’t, she knew who would. 

“Oh… yeah, probably,” she murmured, her legs itching to fold 

beneath her. She turned her attention to her bag, waiting for her in 

the otherwise vacant lounge chair, picked it up and, flinging the 

straps over her shoulder, prepared herself to leave the scene. But 

she couldn’t quite leave either, and stood moving her feet up and 

down in place on the sand as if trying to tread water. She squinted 

out at the lake as the boat pulling  David buzzed nearby. Ed cut the 

engine and the craft came to a halt just outside the pier. Instantly, 

David’s body sank down into the water and vanished, his head 

alone bobbing  up a few seconds later. Catching sight of his wife 

and best friends on the shore, he waved to them energetically. 

“Hey!” he called out. “Does life get any better than this?!”
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Lazy Beach Day

The sand sighed resting not being stepped on,

The water laughed and tugged at the sand saying,

 “Come on!!”

The clouds danced across the sky enjoying the sun

And the sun was giving the beach a break from the rain.

Rain Cloud by Dieuwke Swain
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Beach Day Family

My family is the beach on a hot summer morning

My mother is the sand relaxing after a long day

My dad is the beach ball getting thrown around

 Full of energy

My brother is the seagulls flying around ready for a game

My cats are the kites floating lazily in the air

And me, I am the water lapping on the sand waiting

 For the day to start
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Simile Me

My hair is a tangle of strings

Tangled and unbrushed

But when I go to brush it and I scream

I’m very soon hushed

My eyes are like the summer sky

Cloudless and very clear

You can see what’s wrong or why I’m happy

If u come very near

My mouth is like a slingshot

Going from one mood to the other

I’m happy then I’m mad

It really upsets my mother

My fingers are like tiny spiders

Thin and moving fast

And when I go to get things done

I’m barely ever last
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The Song

Nightingales fly

All around

Chirping,

Singing

Flying

I hear music

and colors

Purple

and Blue

Weaved together

Making

Music
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Number 5

First, is not me

Second is someone else

Third is no one I know

And fourth must be a joke

But fifth, fifth is me

And I have the trophy to prove it

Figure Five in Gold by Charles Demuth
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The Truth

I lie on the mattress

Looking up at the sky

 Waiting

The sky is full of stars

And soon enough here comes my sister

 Flying

She said it’s not hard

She said she’ll bring me along

 I trust her

It’s true

I fly

I’m happy

Stormy Night

The wind whistled and laughed,

The ocean danced and roared,

The clouds bellowed and cried

And the lightning smiled for it caused

 The whole thing
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Autumn Afternoon

Crisp air whips my cheeks

The crunchy leaves beneath me

Leaves flying in air

Winter Day

Swish, Swish the wind blows

Through the skeleton branches

Snow falling lightly
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First Snowfall

The snow whispered as it fell,

The grass screamed a mournful cry not wanting 

 To lose the sun

The sun walked behind a cloud going into hibernation

And the warm air traded places with the cold and

 Gave way to winter

Valley City State Teachers College, Valley City, North Dakota
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Hold Fast to Goals

Hold fast to goals

For when goals vanish,

Life is an empty wasteland

Without one happy wish

Hold fast to goals

For if goals subside

Life is an empty not fun,

Amusement park ride

What I Found in My Desk

A ruler that is cracked in half,

A laughing monkey that doesn’t laugh

A fuzzy pen that doesn’t write

A flashlight that isn’t bright

A bracelet that I lost last week

A ham sandwich that really reeks

A stuffed dog for show and tell

And my mother’s golden bell

Cleaning out will not be good

But maybe I actually should!!
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Time

The clocks tick and the days change

Time goes rolling on

It’s impossible to stop time

And stop and look around

Time makes our world run

And makes creatures have life

But wouldn’t it be nice

If we could stop time

And stop and look around

People are born and people die

And all of us age as well

But if time would stop we’d stay the same

And everything else would stand still

Having time is good and bad

Light and dark is what we have

And all of it is caused by time

So if time stood still

What would happen?

Would we all die?
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Early School Morning

The clock told me the time again and again

The bed sheets threw me out of the bed

The clothes in the closet screamed, “Wear me!”

And the door sighed as it closed behind me just happy

 I was gone

Hold Fast to Forgiveness
Hold fast to forgiveness

For when it is forgotten

Life is a tomato

That has become very rotten

Hold fast to forgiveness

For when it ends

Life is a laffy taffy

That never bends
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Happy Christmas to All

Happy Christmas to all! It’s almost Christmas. Everybody has 

got their Christmas trees and lights. Everybody can’t wait to 

celebrate Jesus’ birth. I haven’t got my Christmas tree yet, but we 

will soon. We will decorate it so it has so many decorations that 

you can’t put any more. My cats will be very happy with all their 

presents like, ribbons, and toy mice, and feathers on strings with 

catnip, and everything  will over whelm them because it’s their first 

Christmas. Nobody can sleep on Christmas Eve. Thinking of their 

presents, and Santa with his reindeer. When they are asleep they 

dream of sugar plums, and presents, and all the fun they will have 

in the morning. I myself can’t sleep on Christmas Eve. I can’t wait 

till the morning when everyone wakes and comes down stairs and 

start ripping  up all the wrapping paper, and loving all their 

presents like, new dolls, and toy cars, and every thing  they want. I 

get over whelmed myself with all my presents and new toys. After 

the morning  and all the opening presents, I can’t wait for the 

evening  when most of my relatives come over and there’s more 

opening presents, but I can’t open them until everybody arrives. 

Everybody is so happy on Christmas and I love it! I love when 

everybody is so happy because then I fill up with joy. We have  

dinner and everybody starts telling  jokes or they start 

conversations. My mom makes the best Christmas meal and 

everybody starts complementing  her. Some of the complements 

are like, “Great meal Leslie,” or “Leslie, you have to give me this 

recipe.” My brother dad and grandpa start a conversation about 

religion, my mom and aunt start cracking  up and everybody is 

happy. I hope other people in my neighborhood feel as happy as I 

am!

I LOVE CHRISTMAS!

December 2006
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Emily’s Christmas letter from three years ago remains the 
inspiration for this entire book. It’s so sincere, lively and true. I 
hope her great-grandchildren read it as they prepare for the 
Christmas season.

Here is my father’s response to the letter, written at the bottom of 
the version I sent to him:

1/28/07

Hello Emily — 

What a great Christmas letter!! I’ll wager that you will get asked to 
do the next one in December ’07 —

I enjoyed it much — very well written.

Love Grandpa Greff
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My Best Snow Day Ever!

“Ring Ring Ring!” Went my alarm clock at seven a.m. Ugg I 

thought, Time to get up already. I dove deeper into my pillows and 

tried to go  back to sleep. Then something  peculiar happened, I 

thought I smelled my mom’s homeade waffles. But it couldn’t be, 

Mom doesn’t make waffles unless it’s Saturday. I swung out of bed 

and ran to the top of the stairs. “Dad, why are we having wafles on 

a Thursday?” I called down the stairs. Dad peeked his head around 

the corner and called back, “Honey, it’s a snow day. Didn’t I tell 

you that?” I was so surprised. I hadn’t had a snow day in two 

whole years! I climbed into my bathrobe and shot downstairs like 

a lightning bolt! I wonder how my snow day will begin?

One, two, three waffles were plopped onto my plate. I 

gobbled them up so fast it looked like waffles were never on my 

plate! I looked out the window and was so surprised to see the 

Eiffel tower! I was just finishing my last bit when the phone rang. I 

jumped up and grabbed the phone. “Hello,” I said into the 

speaker. It was Bridget. She was inviting me to go snow tubing 

with her. I said that I’ll go and she should pick me up in an hour. I 

hung  up and brought my plate to the sink. “Mom,” I said, “Can I 

help clean up or something?” I never clean up I thought to myself, 

she is going  to know something’s going on for sure. Sure enough 

she noticed. “Emily what do you want?” she asked. I told her my 

plan and surprisingly she said, “OK.” I was so happy! I wonder 

how snow tubing’s going to be?

In two more minutes I was getting  my snow clothes on. First, 

my snow pants, then my boots, next my gloves, and lastly my coat. 

I had just zipped up my coat when Bridget pulled up in my 

driveway. I didn’t have a snow tube so Bridget brought me an 

extra. I jumped into the car and we drove off. We arrived at the hill 

a few minutes later. We drove into the parking  lot and I saw a hill 

covered in kids. They were dressed in red, yellow, and blue. The 

snow on the hill was twinkling  in the afternoon sunlight like 
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somebody sprinkled sparkles on it the night before. We raced out 

of the car, blew up our tubes and trudged up the hill. “Last one 

down’s a rotten egg!” I yelled. I started off. I was zig-zagging  down 

the hill like never before! “Swoosh, Swoosh!” Other tubers raced 

past. Luckily, none of them were Bridget. I looked over my 

shoulder to see where she was and , “SPLAT!” I hit a tree. I rolled 

over and slowly got up. I was about to race on ahead again when, 

“Whoosh!” Bridget whizzed past me! We made it to the bottom 

and laughed about the whole thing.

We took many more runs before the end of the day. The thing 

that spoiled it was seeing  Bridget’s dad pulling up in his silver van. 

All of a sudden he yelled out, “Girls, time to go!” We raced to the 

car, deflated the tubes, and got into the back seat. Then Bridget’s 

dad asked, “How was snow tubing girls?” We just looked at each 

other and laughed. We started talking and soon enough we were 

absorbed in conversation. Sooner than we wanted it to happen we 

were at my house. I got out of the car and ran into the house. I got 

undressed and into my pajamas fastere than you could say 

florgegborg! I made myself a cup of hot chocolate and went to 

watch t.v. I set my hot chocolate down and wrapped myself in a 

blanket of warmth. The blanket made me so warm I felt like I was 

melting.

I watched t.v. until I finished my hot chocolate. After that I 

went to bed. I lay awake for hours thinking about the hours and 

hours of fun I just had. I finally got tired. What a great snow day I 

thought, too bad, tomorrow I have to go to school. Still today was 

pretty great. “Today was the best snow day ever!” I said out loud.

THE END
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Knocking Around Greece

During August, Rob and Jess followed a well established 

tradition for young  attorneys: break for a big  trip after your bar 

exam! They selected Greece for their destination. Rob and Jess 

arrived in Athens in early August, and saw the famous sites there. 

Some of the most spectacular images here capture the ruins in and 

around this famous city. Then the two began their vacation in 

earnest, visiting  four islands in the Aegean Sea. Santorini and 

Mykonos were two of them. The last four photographs in this set 

show scenes from these two islands.

Toward the end of August, Jess and Rob returned to Athens to 

catch their flight home. At about the same time, a beautiful color 

picture appeared on the front page of a national newspaper. It 

showed the Parthenon at night, against the glowing  orange of a 

huge wildfire on the horizon. Great, I figured: the smoke from the 

fire will close the Athens airport, and they’ll be stuck in the city 

while everyone here gets anxious. I checked Google Maps. As it 

turned out, the fire was on the northeast side of greater Athens, 

and the airport is on the southwest side. Another crisis averted.
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Enjoy these photographs. To see the color versions, please 

make sure to obtain an electronic copy of this book!

Parthenon on the Acropolis

Thanks to Rob and Jess for all the work they did to select and 

organize these images. For a complete set of all the pictures they 

took in Greece, see the travel book they made to commemorate 

the trip. It’s outstanding.

Here’s a final note on 2009. On Friday, October 30, about two 

months to the day after they both returned from Greece, Rob 

proposed to Jess. That was wonderful news, much anticipated but 

no less happily received for that. Wedding plans are underway, of 

course. We’ll see if next year’s photography section might not 

contain some images from that great event.
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Rob, Athenian temple in the background

Majestic ruin in Athens
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Front view of the Parthenon

Temple of Hephaestus in the Ancient Agora
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The Acropolis and Parthenon from below, in the Ancient Agora

Delphi, overlooking the mountains
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Temple of Athena at Delphi
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The Church in Oia, town at the northern tip of Santorini

Sunset over Oia
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Jess and Rob in Fira, the main town of Santorini

Myknonos sunset
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Buddy Holly, We Miss You

Forever young, Buddy Holly didn’t have to get old,

Listen, do you hear that?

He’s singing with the angels.

Got a hoe-down goin’ with Gabriel and the Stratocasters.

Thank you for good times, for the simple,

Happy tunes you did with the Crickets.

Buddy Holly

Yes, we need some joy to get us through
Frustration, loneliness and discouragement.

Your songs refresh us, life isn’t so bad,
Movement and love, fun to be had.
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So many still listen, such pleasure to hear your music, 

It makes you smile.

The music’s simple and pure,

A vessel of hope, happiness and fun.

So we listen to Rave On,

Peggy Sue and Oh Boy!

Roller Coaster and That’ll Be the Day,

Rave On’s the best of all your greats.

It contains the simple strains of a piano and country rock:

The little things you say and do,

Make me want to be with you,

The way you dance and hold me tight,

The way you kiss and say goodnight.

Rave on, it’s a crazy feelin’ an’ uh,

I know it’s got me reelin’

When you say, I love you.

Rave on, tell me not to be lonely,

Tell me you love me only,

I’m so glad that you’re revealin’ your love for me.

Buddy Holly died on February 3, 1959, near Clear Lake, Iowa.

He died in a plane crash

With Ritchie Valens and the Big Bopper, J. P. Richardson.

That’s the day the country mourned.

Bad news on the doorstep, 

Sympathy for the devil coming soon.

They took off for Moorhead, Minnesota, just around midnight,

Not long after the Winter Dance Party in Clear Lake.

Buddy went on that tour because he was short of money!

A baby on the way, lots of expenses in New York City,

Some time since his last hit, disappointing sales.

He couldn’t get his royalties out of Norman Petty,

Almost broke, he went on tour in the Midwest.
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Play a concert in Wisconsin,

Travel all night in the bus to Iowa.

The bus’s heater is broke,

It’s below zero in January.

Everybody’s fighting a bad cold.

He and his buddies decided to fly to Moorhead,

Get some sleep and do some laundry before the next gig.

The plane rolls down the taxi strip,

Passengers can’t know they’re living their last minutes.

The small plane accelerates, rises off the runway

In snow and ice and bad visibility.

The pilot couldn’t see the horizon.

When that happens you can fly the plane right into the ground.

Plane Wreckage in a Snowy Field Near Clear Lake, Iowa
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The wreck lay in that snowy field all night,

A few short miles from the airport.

All his friends on the bus thought he made it to Moorhead.

When Buddy and J. P. and Ritchie didn’t appear,

The word went out: “Where are they? Find out where they are.”

So people looked.

They found the remains of N3794N.

Near a fence in that snowy Iowa field.

Such a wintry scene, 

Such a lot of ripped, crumpled metal,

Such shock across the land.

We lived in Minneapolis in February 1959.

Six months later we moved to Valley City, North Dakota,

An hour west of Moorhead.

Too young to know about the plane crash.

Too young to dance to the music.

Buddy was twenty-two 

When he sang for the Winter Dance Party in Clear Lake.

We’ll have a big dance party when we’re all together again.

If it’s winter all the heaters will work.

Peggy Sue wants you to come home.

Leave me lie here in this field just a little longer,

I want to rest in the snow before I go.

What a shock, to see such a pile of metal,

Three musicians scattered about,

The pilot still at the controls

You can’t leave frozen bodies next to a fence in a vast field.

What a shock, to know Buddy’s voice is silent forever.

We have only the recordings now,

The recordings make us remember.

Let’s remember what makes those songs special,

Why do we like them the way we do?

Let’s remember what it was like when we were young.
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John F. Kennedy Is Dead

Go back to Valley City, North Dakota with me.

The date is November 23, 1963, my ninth birthday.

The day after Lee Harvey Oswald shot JFK in Dallas.

I stand by the leaf pile in the back driveway 

With Dad and Brian my brother.

People all over the country despondent. 

How could this happen? 

That was not a good day. 

By November 23 the incredible event sank in. 

Everyone felt terrible.

The leaves were brown. 

We had a lot of oak trees in that yard. 

We had that brick barbecue in the back yard, 

And the round green picnic table. 

We didn’t eat there in November. 

We had a stand of oak trees back

Back by that barbecue, near the driveway.

That weekend in November 1963

Is still so vivid and vague to me. 

November 22, 1963, was a Friday. 

That means I was in school when Kennedy was shot. 

We stood out by the leaves on Saturday, 

The day it sunk in, the day the nation died.

How could this happen? 

That’s when everything began to go wrong: 

Our innocence broken like a shattered skull. 

We never recovered, people say, 

We never found our way again. 

One assassination after another, 

With Martin and Bobby next.
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So how could the 1960s 

Have given us so little and taken so much? 

So little to hope for, so much effort expended. 

We made it to the moon for Jack, it was a tribute to him. 

He said we would do it, so we had to do it. 

But everything else was discouragement and death. 

We lost in Vietnam, two more presidencies destroyed. 

We know that Johnson and Nixon 

Paid for the nation’s failure there.

Everything seems so little back in that driveway. 

All the space behind the house seems so constricted. 

We had this big side yard by our house. 

We used to play football in it. 

It was covered with snow all winter, 

The seasons came and went up there, 

We didn’t know what waited for us when we left. 

A good deal of pain, and mostly memories of happiness.
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The television was on all weekend. 

We buried JFK on Monday, November 25. 

Do you remember the photograph of John Jr. 

Paying his last respects? 

That is such a sad image. 

The television was Valley City’s link to the rest of the world.

You could get the Minneapolis Tribune on Sundays,

But the television was it that weekend. 

Everything we knew about the events in Dallas and Washington

Came to us via Walter Cronkite and CBS News. 

The television was in our sunroom.

My parents kept checking it.

We children were just at loose ends.

We knew something terrible had happened, 

But we couldn’t really comprehend what. 

It was too big an event for us.

I was nine years old that year. 

Brian, David, and Laura were seven, five, and three. 

We just made it through the weekend together.

At some point, Brian, my dad and I 

Went back inside from that pile of leaves. 

The air was always chilly in North Dakota at that time of year.

All the leaves were down. 

The pile of leaves back there wasn’t all that large. 

It was back behind the bushes. 

To the left of the garbage cans. 

My dad was only 39 years old. 

Can you believe that more than forty-five years 

Have passed since then? 

I turned nine that year. 

The year John F. Kennedy died.
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The Last King of Pop

Michael Jackson died on Thursday, June 25, 2009.
He joins a list of other musicians and artists 
Who died early: Jimi Hendrix, Judy Garland, 
Jim Morrison, Janis Joplin, Elvis Presley, 
Karen Carpenter, Kurt Cobain, Lenny Bruce, 
Vincent van Gogh, Scott Fitzgerald.
Here’s an observation that may sound a little bitter.
It’s not based on medical understanding,
Nor on medical facts about Michael Jackson’s life.
It’s based on understandings about suicide,
About life and what sustains it, about what happens
To you when people reject you and put you away.

First, have look at these two photographs:
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Now I want to ask you, 
Which image shows a person who wants to live,
And which image shows a person who know longer cares to live?
Dumb question, right?
Now I’m going to ask another dumb question:
Who killed Michael Jackson?
You want me to say we all killed him, right?
Or his doctor killed him, guilty as charged.
Perhaps you believe he killed himself.
People have a lot of ways to kill themselves, you know.
You can do it slowly or you can do it suddenly.

We have the news reports on Jackson’s death
Telling us again and again, the coroner performed an autopsy, 
But the results of the investigation, the cause or causes of death
Won’t come out for several weeks.
All we know is that Michael’s heart stopped
Around midday on June 25.
All we know is that the medics couldn’t get it started again.
All we know is that Michael was declared dead
At the hospital some time later.

Why should that surprise us, why should we be shocked?
When Michael was married to Lisa Marie Presley
Fourteen years before he died, he confided to her that he feared
He would die the same way her dad did.
Elvis also died slowly, right before us.
He also died from taking too many prescription drugs.
We’re not sure why, but you get lonely when people idolize you.

Michael’s decline was a little more clear-cut.
Let’s see if we can trace the history.
The first sexual abuse charge against Jackson occurred in 1993.
They came from a guy named Jordan Chandler.
The second sexual abuse charge came from Gavin Arvizo in 2003.
He went to trial for that one in 2005.
If we can find twelve people who say you did it,
You’ll go to prison for a long time.
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He was acquitted in June 2005 after a trial of five months.
We vacationed near Acadia National Park up in Maine,
When we heard the news over the television in the lobby.
I wonder how many people thought he was guilty anyway.
How many people thought that Wacko Jacko 
Had committed the crimes, whatever the jury said.
Of course they let him off, he’s Michael Jackson.
So many people decided about his guilt or innocence
Before the verdict came in.

Why did the law treat him that way?
He settled the first suit out of court for twenty-two million dollars.
I could see why he wanted to end that business.
That bad publicity could not be easy.
If you settle out of court for that much, though, 
You’re asking for another suit later on.
Sure enough, the second suit came.
Yes, it took ten years, but it came.
When you have that much money, people want it.
People will do anything to get it.

Remember the anxious hysteria 
About child sexual abuse in the 80s and early 90s?
Remember Fells Acres and Gerald Amirault?
Child molestation was in the air back then.
Could these things really happen?
We seem to need certainty about these things.
I didn’t hear a lot of doubt about the charges against Michael.
People made up their minds pretty quickly.
You’re guilty or you’re not guilty.
Once the charge is made, people don’t like uncertainty.
They make up their minds based on a lot of things,
Those things don’t include first-hand acquaintance 
With what actually happened.
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Here’s what we know: 
The accusations and proceedings against 
Michael Jackson caused him a lot of stress.
He began to take prescription painkillers 
And other drugs to deal with the stress.
He became addicted to those drugs.
He also went through a lot of weight loss.

Here are some of the drugs Michael took,
See if you can find them in your medicine chest:
Valium, Xanax, Ativan, morphine, and Demerol.
What a list, what a powerful package of modern medicine’s best.
Reminds you of Judy Garland, doesn’t it?
Uppers, downers, barbiturates, and speed.
Pain killers and sedatives to fill every need.
What would you do without your next pill?
Karen Carpenter had injections of some kind of thyroid stuff 
To speed up her metabolism – that helps you lose weight.
I read Michael had an injection of Demerol shortly before he died.
Charge the doctor who gave him that one!                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                    

So did Michael bring it on himself,
Or did he die early because we ostracized him?
Don’t get too rich, because people will go after you.
Don’t become notoriously rich, 
Because one way or another,
Someone’s going to come after you.

Michael spread that story about sleeping 
In a hyperbaric oxygen chamber 
To slow down the aging process.
He spread that story about 
Buying the bones of the Elephant Man.
Then people started calling him Wacko Jacko, 
And he realized his mistake.
He stopped leaking stuff for the tabloids, 
But it was too late by then.
The tabloids know a good thing when they see one.
Now they could print just about anything 
They wanted to about Michael.
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The audience was primed, ready to believe, 
Ready to read whether or not they believed.

Here’s what Michael said about truth and falsity,
Belief in the stories about him that spread everywhere:

“Why not just tell people I’m an alien from Mars? Tell 
them I eat live chickens and do a voodoo dance at 
midnight. They’ll believe anything you say, because you’re 
a reporter. But if I, Michael Jackson, were to say, ‘I’m an 
alien from Mars and I eat live chickens and do a voodoo 
dance at midnight,’ people would say, ‘Oh, man, that 

Michael Jackson is nuts. He’s cracked up. You can’t 
believe a damn word that comes out of his mouth.’”

Does this gentleman have insight into
The public’s belief and disbelief, or what?

If you’re a rock star, you have the best of times, 
The worst of times, don’t you think?
Well this poor man had 
The worst of times after 1993, that’s for sure.
The decline has lasted for sixteen years, 
From the time Michael was only thirty four.
He was born on August 29, 1958.
He didn’t have a regular childhood, 
And he certainly didn’t have a regular adulthood.
From 1978 to 1988, when he was in his twenties, 
He was a superstar, a genius and a performer without compare.
He gave a lot to charities, 
Put a lot of energy into his entertainment,

His dancing and his music, 

And brought people a lot of joy.

Then from age thirty-four on, for sixteen years,

He lived a different kind of life.
A lot of people thought he was
The most sordid kind of criminal – a child molester.
He knew what they thought.
I didn’t see many people stepping up
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To defend him during that time. 
You can rationalize your doubt – let the jury decide.
The bad publicity was relentless, it truly was,
Just as relentless as the good publicity he received

When he ruled during in the 1980s.

Once the bad publicity starts, 
It’s hard to stop the damage to your reputation.
You and your good name just go into a nosedive,
Like an airplane headed for the ground, 
You can’t do much to arrest the descent.
You can’t do much to prevent the crash.
You just crash and die, crash and die 
A thousand times until the inevitable overdose.

The way you die doesn’t matter that much.
Who cares whether it was Demerol, 
Cardiac arrest, or some other thing.
We know why Michael died, 
But we don’t want to think about that too much.
We don’t want to think about 
Why more people didn’t come forward to defend him,
When he needed someone to speak up, 
When he needed someone to say, wait a minute.

So the easy answer is that we all killed him, 
But who likes easy answers?
Another easy answer is that he killed himself, 
And that would be true enough.
But becoming addicted to painkillers 
Because you need to alleviate pain
Doesn’t seem so much like regular suicide to me.
Perhaps the addiction itself makes you want to die,
Perhaps the addiction itself is the means of death,
Perhaps the addiction itself makes you not care
Whether you live or expire.
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You have to have hope, don’t you?
What kills hope faster than anything?
When society puts you away, 
Puts you out beyond the pale.
Ostracism is a death sentence.
We are all one organism.
The cell cannot live without the body,
The individual cannot live without society.
When the individual is put out from society,
It dies, just as the cell,
The living and life-sustaining cell,
Dies when it is put out from the body.
Body and soul lose the will to live 
When ostracism is so clear and so severe.

Pity the body that had to go through 
What Michael went through.
Here was a sensitive soul, 
And we could see the pain with every court appearance.
He settled the first suit to keep it from killing him.
He went to trial for the second suit, 
And he kept missing sessions 
Because he was in such bad shape.
He made it through to acquittal,
But man the cost was heavy – more pain killers, 
More dependence on all those damn pills.

Compare the way he looked at the end 
With the vital, vigorous dancer from Thriller –
The moonwalking, spinning, 
Fantastically talented dancer of Thriller, Billy Jean and Beat It.
He was only in his twenties then, a genius and master.
Wow, people said. They couldn’t take their eyes off this man.
No one could believe the way Michael danced,
The musical artistry of his productions 
Just blew people’s minds away.
I wish I could do that!
As with so many pros, he made it look super easy, super smooth.
How does he do that? How does he slide along the floor like that?
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What a song! There’s Billie Jean! Do you hear it?
I can’t wait till he does that moonwalk again!

We had a videotape about Michael, 
A videography about Thriller and his career.
Elizabeth Taylor talked about Michael’s vulnerability,
About how he seemed kind of like 
A little child who needs protection.
Others noted that quality about him, 
You could even say it led to the child abuse charges.
He regressed to the behavior of a ten year old,
Having sleepovers with Gavin, 
Watching Disney movies with him on the bed.
Not surprising for someone who never had a childhood,
For someone who built an amusement park 
For an estate he called Neverland.

Neverland
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People couldn’t believe it, though, 
Wacko Jacko must be touching the guy’s penis.
Why would Gavin say it if it weren’t true?
Why would anyone make up a charge like that?
It has to be true – Jackson’s a danger to society.
Take him to trial. 
Search Neverland. Strip search him in his home.
Humiliate him and make him break.
He’ll break if we put enough pressure on him.
We’ll get him, whatever it takes.
We won’t let this guy go free, 
Because we have to protect our children.
This guy’s a dangerous child molester,
And we have to lock him up.

Show us the evidence, says the jury.
The evidence isn’t there.
Just a charge from another guy who wants to extract
Twenty-two million dollars, like the other family did.
Twenty-two million dollars is a lot of money for us,
But it’s not much for you.
Hand it over, and we’ll keep quiet.
Hand it over, and we’ll leave you alone.

Give me some of that hush money, my dear friend, 
And I won’t come back to Neverland.
I’ll leave you alone there,
You’ll know the damage is done,
You’ll know what people think of you now:
A pervert with plastic surgery and white skin.
You look like a freak now, Michael, 
We wish you didn’t.
We want the old Michael back,
We wish you hadn’t changed yourself.
We want the old Michael back,
We don’t like what you’ve become.
Give us the old Michael back,
The star we knew in the 1980s.
Can’t you give us back the old Michael?
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No I can’t, and what’s more, 
The new Michael is partly your creation.
I didn’t want to become a freak, you know.
I wanted to look normal, I wanted you to think I was normal.
But people brought charges against me,
My friends didn’t stand by me 
The way I thought they would.
Now I’m dead, and that’s that.
Now I’m dead, and everybody
Stands up for me now.

That’s the interesting thing.
You don’t hear much about 
The child molestation charges now.
Now we remember Michael’s talents
As a singer, a dancer, a performer,
A super-world-class entertainer.
Yeah, some people say he raped that ten-year-old,
Or touched him or whatever it was he did.
But mostly we remember the good things,
How sweet and strong he was.
We want to remember the positive when we say goodbye.
He could have used some of that praise a little earlier.

I didn’t hear much of that praise during the trial four years ago.
He went to the courtroom almost every day, 
Looking sicker and sicker.
The man was dying right in front of us, 
We knew that pervert deserved it.
The wonder is he actually lived four more years,
Testimony to the vitality of the body 
That moved so lithely almost thirty years ago.
What a dancer, what a performer, talent destroyed forever.
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Now he’s gone.
We love you, Michael. We loved you then, too.
We love your superlative, matchless skill, 
Your passion, energy, inventive genius.
We love you – our king, our incomparable king.
We crave our entertainers and stars,
But if you step outside proper bounds,
If someone accuses you, falsely or not –
Watch out. Give up.
We won’t love you any more until you’re dead.
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How to Draw a Naked Woman
C: What have you been up to lately?

D: I’ve been taking a drawing class.

C: Drawing? I didn’t know you liked to draw.

D: I don’t. I want to look at the nude models.

C: Nude models! Dio, you can’t sign up for a drawing class just so 

you can ogle nude women!

D: That’s what I’m doing. It’s great. Every Wednesday night I pack 

up my drawing things and go down to the art center. The models 

are great.

C: How long has this been going on?

D: I’m on my fourth class now. And each class runs ten weeks.

C: So now you’re coming up on forty weeks?

D: Yeah. Isn’t that great? And each class only costs $50.

C: But honestly, Dio, you must be a little bored by now.

D: Not at all. We have a different model every week.

C: What do they do?

D: Well they take off their clothes and they stand there.

C: What do you do?

D: I try to draw them.

C: What did the instructor say when he found out you don’t want 

to learn to draw?

D: What? Oh, well, he doesn’t know.

C: How can you go forty weeks and the instructor doesn’t know? 

How big a class is it?
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D: We have two people.

C: Two people! He must know by now you can’t draw. Do all three 

of you spend the class ogling?

D: That’s about it. The instructor looks at the model. He doesn’t 

really look at the drawings.

C: How can he teach you if he doesn’t look at the drawings?

D: He just says, ‘Now draw the arms. Now draw the legs...’ He 

doesn’t really care what we do.

C: So you could be drawing stick figures for all he knows?

D: Sure. That’s what I do some of the time. Stick figures are a good 

beginning, you know. Real artists use them to get started.

C: You’re not a real artist!

D: Yeah, but I’m a good observer. And all good artists have to be 

good observers.

C: I’m not sure I’d call ogling observing.

D: It doesn’t matter what you call it. I’m a careful watcher.

C: I’ll bet you are. Can you show me any of your drawings?

D: I’ve thrown them all out. I don’t like to keep them.

C: You haven’t kept any of them? After forty weeks?

D: It’s only been thirty-five weeks. We’re half way through the 

fourth course.

C: Well you should keep something. After all, you’ve invested two 

hundred dollars.

D: I did keep something from the last course. I couldn’t bear to 

throw it out. It seemed a little better than the stick figures.

C: May I see it?

D: Let’s see if I can find it here... I put it in my desk drawer.
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C: You really don’t care that much about the art here, do you?

D: Why should I? Wouldn’t you like to look at naked women, in 

the flesh?

C: I’d rather be in bed with naked women.

D: Sure, but looking is almost as good.

C: Let me have a look at that drawing. That’s a pretty big sheet of 

paper.
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D: I have to unfold it... Here, have a look:
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C: Good heavens, Dio, are you shittin’ me? You’ve been leading 

me on!

D: I told you I couldn’t draw! Don’t blame me for trying to make 

you think I can!

C: No, I mean you can draw! You’ve been talking about stick 

figures!

D: Well that’s what I draw mostly. If I draw more than that, I can’t 

look as much.

C: Well where did you learn to draw like that?

D: I taught myself.

C: You mean you could draw before you took the class?

D: You know I don’t learn much in a class. I have to learn my own 

way.

C: So you made that drawing of a woman’s face before you ever 

took the class?

D: Sure. It’s not a nude, right?

C: Well if you didn’t have a model, how did you do the drawing?

D: I drew it from a photograph.

C: Geez, it’s really good.

D: Thanks.

C: What did you use?

D: A pencil.

C: A pencil! How can you get all that shading with a pencil?

D: I use drawing pencils. Some have harder lead. Some have softer 

lead.

C: What do you draw on?
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D: Just a drawing pad. It has thick paper.

C: I’m impressed. Do you have other drawings to show me?

D: Yeah, I have a few more. They’re not so well done as this one, 

though.

C: May I see them?

D: Sure. Here’s one I did the first day of class. The model was kind 

of inexperienced, I think. 

C: How so?

D: She seemed a bit shy.

C: It’s a good drawing. I like it. What about the other one you have 

there?
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D: Here’s one I did just yesterday. This model was comfortable 

with the class.
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C: Your class of two?

D: We have a dozen people in this class. The small class was last 

month.

C: Wow. That’s so good.

D: Thanks. Do you think it looks natural?

C: Yeah, but the light’s pretty bright.

D: We had one of those floodlights that photographers use. The 

model said it kept her warm.

C: You have another one over there. Where’s that from?

D: It’s from one of the early classes. She posed in a nightgown:
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C: Man, I can’t believe how good these are. What did you use for 

that drawing?

D: Pastels. It’s called pastel painting.

C: I like it.

D: Why don’t you learn to draw?

C: C’mon. How could I do that?

D: Well, I didn’t think I could draw when I started to learn.

C: Drawing’s one of those things where it takes years to learn.

D: Maybe. Before I started to draw, I thought you had to acquire 

all these skills. You had to learn shading. You had to learn 

perspective. You had to learn foreground and background and 

lighting. Sketches and materials and so much stuff you couldn’t 

keep track of it all. It seemed like too much – you’d have to 

commit hours and hours to it.

C: Sort of like piano lessons?

D: That’s right. You can talk yourself out of anything when it 

requires a big commitment. You had to learn all these principles 

and skills and put them all together.

C: So what happened?

D: Well, I saw how my daughter learned to draw. She drew 

mermaids and cheerleaders. She drew apartment buildings like the 

Plaza Hotel in Eloise. She drew flowers. Each thing she learned to 

draw was a separate project.

C: How did she do it?

D: She just imitated other people – friends and babysitters.

C: And she got better and better?

D: Yes, and she expanded her repertoire. Learning to draw one 

thing gave her confidence to learn how to draw something else.
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C: You mean she learned skills she needed to draw her favorite 

things?

D: You don’t need a lot of advanced techniques to draw a cartoon 

of a cheerleader. But you can sure get good at something after you 

draw enough of them.

C: So what did you do?

D: First I saw how my daughter learned to draw. Then I observed 

that drawing books and websites would advertise How to Draw a 

Horse, or How to Draw a Mouse. Then you’d learn step by step 

how to draw a particular animal, or flower, or whatnot.

C: I see.

D: Back before I learned to draw, I’d see those lessons and think, 

yeah, but what if I don’t want to draw a horse? I want to learn 

drawing skills that I can apply to anything!

C: You wanted to be a master artist.

D: You’ve got it. Develop the skills first, then pick your subject.

C: What got you started?

D: You know my dad’s a good drawer. He loves to draw airplanes. 

He can draw other stuff, too, but airplanes are his favorite.

C: And...

D: Airplanes were my dad’s cheerleaders and mermaids! He 

became good at drawing because he draws things he enjoys.

C: Like aircraft.

D: That’s right.

C: How did you learn, then?

D: So I enjoy beautiful women – women with a pleasing shape. I 

didn’t really want to draw a mouse or a rabbit or a flower.

C: What did you do?
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D: I said, “I want to learn to draw tits!” That’s the most beautiful 

part of a woman’s body. I’ll start there.

C: That’s fairly brave, if not brazen.

D: I don’t know. The images are everywhere. I made a pencil 

drawing from a photograph of a woman outdoors, under a shower. 

I can still see the picture in my mind.

C: I’ll bet she had an attractive body. 

D: Those photographers don’t make a living from photographing 

unattractive women, I know that.

C: What did you do?

D: I took a regular pencil and a regular white sheet of paper, and 

went to work. I became lost in it.

C: Just like that?

D: Well I discovered I needed an eraser, too. I had one of those 

around, and wound up using it a lot.

C: How did it turn out?

D: Pretty well.

C: What did you do with it?

D: Framed it. It’s in the basement. I’d like to hang it on the wall, 

but I don’t want guests to ask about it.

C: Why not?

D: I don’t want to explain why I’m drawing nudes.

C: You sure weren’t shy about telling me you were going to a 

drawing class so you could look at naked women.

D: I figured you would understand.

C: Well I don’t even believe you now. You clearly go to the class so 

you can draw.
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D: I already know how to draw naked women. Why do I need to 

go to a class?

C: To look at the models?

D: That’s right. I brought you around after all!

C: One more thing. Do you have one of your dad’s airplane 

drawings? I’ll bet he’s pretty good.

D: I keep a separate file for those... Here’s one. He flew this P-47 

Thunderbolt during World War II.

C: Now I can see where you picked up your talent.

D: You should see the artwork he had on the side of his plane.

C: Yeah?

D: I can tell you, he didn’t tell his mother about it.

C: The artwork’s good for morale, I guess.
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D: I’ll say. I wish my dad would draw more of these: large pieces 

that draw you into the setting. He can do the small sketches in a 

few minutes. I think he’d love to do larger pieces like this one.

C: Once you start a bigger drawing, you keep at it until you have it 

right.

D: And you have a lot to show for your work when you’re done.

C: Thanks for showing me these three planes above the clouds. I 

feel like I’m there. I can hear the engines running.

D: You’re welcome. ...Say, why don’t you come to my class with 

me on Tuesday?

C: I’d be embarrassed.

D: How so?

C: Well, you’d introduce me to the instructor...

D: And he’d ask why you came to visit the class.

C: That’s right – he’d wonder why I was there.

D: And you’d say that you’re thinking of taking a class in the 

future.

C: I don’t think he’d believe that.

D: He’s a teacher, Carb. Teachers always want to attract people to 

their classes.

C: Sure, but he’d know that I’m drawn to the class because it has 

naked women who stand in front of you for two hours.

D: That doesn’t matter. Just tell him you want to learn how to draw 

tits.

C: Right. Besides, I don’t want to learn to draw tits.

D: What do you want to learn to draw?

C: Feet.
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D: Feet! Why?

C: I don’ know. I just think they’re the fairest part of a woman’s 

body.

D: Well I’m sure the class can accommodate that. We’ll get you 

signed up.

C: Do they have an introductory offer?

D: What?

C: Like a free trial or something.

D: Why do you want a free trial for a class that features naked 

women!?

C: Well Dio, I’ve always wanted to draw the Easter Bunny...
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What’s In Your Name?

To begin with, the characters in this dialog are named Oxide and 
Carbon, or O and C for short. 

Oxide: I’m not sure I like my new name.

Carbon: What’s wrong with it?

O: Well you know how I used to say that my middle name 

sounded like a truck driver?

C: What’s your middle name?

O: Frank.

C: That’s an okay middle name.

O: You’re not listening to me!

C: Besides, what’s wrong with truck drivers? How is that a criticism 

of a name, to say it sounds like a truck driver?

O: I didn’t have a positive image of truck drivers when I was little, 

what can I say?

C: And how do you think you made your mom feel, telling her all 

the time that you didn’t like your middle name?

O: She never had a reply when I objected. It was a family name, 

you know. In fact, I believe it was my grandfather’s first name.

C: Really?

O: Yes, then he reversed his names when he was little, from Frank 

Albert Greffenius to Albert Frank Greffenius.

C: Why did he do that?

O: I don’t know why. I’m not even sure he did it.
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C: You should ask your dad about that. Changing your name is a 

pretty important thing.

O: If he did do it, I don’t believe he filed papers to make it legal. 

You’re right, I should ask my dad about all of that. I don’t think he 

knows much about it, though.

C: So you told your mom you didn’t like your middle name?

O: Pretty frequently.

C: How did she take it?

O: Like I said, she just listened but didn’t say anything. Wasn’t 

much she could do about it.

C: Probably thought, that’s what happens with family names. You 

use ‘em and you have no idea whether the kids’ll like them.

O: My brother’s middle name is Julius. That’s another one from the 

family. The family patriarch who came over from Germany in the 

mid-1800s, Julius Greffenius, had that name. I can’t think of 

anyone named Julius anymore.

C: How does your brother feel about his middle name?

O: I don’t know that one either. I don’t think cares much.

C: Do you like truck drivers better now?

O: Carbon, lay off! I want to talk about my new first name!

C: Oxide? What’s wrong with that?

O: I liked Dioxide better.

C: Why?

O: I don’t know, I just did.

C: I think our readers like Oxide better.

O: How do you know?
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C: I don’t, really, the directors just decided that Oxide has more 

audience appeal.

O: Directors? Who are the directors?

C: Who knows? They make all the decisions.

O: You mean we get our names from people we don’t even know?

C: What’s wrong with that? Everything important in our lives 

comes from people we don’t know.

O: You drive me nuts! And you wear me out. Tell me why I’m 

called Oxide!

C: I tell you, I have no idea. I kind of liked Dioxide, but I’m used 

to Oxide now.

O: What if I wanted to change back?

C: You’d have to submit a request to the directors.

O: How long before they answer?

C: It depends.

O: Don’t give me that.

C: You know how it works. If the answer is yes, you get a response 

right away. If the answer is no, you don’t hear forever.

O: People hate that system!

C: Remember when you did it in the Navy?

O: I sure do. That really was a mistake.

C: Are you gonna submit a name change request, then?

O: Doubt it. I’m pretty used to the new name by now, too.

C: Our ratings are up, too, so maybe they were right about the 

audience appeal.

O: Ratings? What ratings?
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C: They measure how many people listen to these conversations.

O: Listen! What are you talking about?

C: They’ve got these microphone up in the light fixture. They 

broadcast our conversations over the internet for anyone who 

wants to listen in.

O: Who is they? The directors again?

C: The directors make all the decisions. The technicians hook up 

the sound system.

O: Man! Everything we say is available all over the world?

C: Sure, I thought you knew that. You’re a star. Everyone likes you.

O: You mean I’ve expressed all these private thoughts to you, and 

people are listening?

C: Sure.

O: How many?

C: I don’t know. Millions probably.

O: How come you know all this and I don’t?

C: I read the Directors Bulletin every week.

O: Why don’t I get the Directors Bulletin?

C: Maybe they think you’re a troublemaker.

O: That’s the thing. You get tagged as a troublemaker, and that’s 

that. You’re done.

C: Remember, though, everyone likes you.

O: Everyone?

C: Well, a few people write in to say they hate you.

O: How many?

C: A few million.
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O: A few million! That’s a lot!

C: Fewer than your fans, though.

O: I can’t believe this! I’ve got millions who hate me and even 

more millions who love me?

C: You’re like a politician, Oxide. Live with it.

O: I don’t even want to be a politician! I certainly don’t want to 

have directors who can change my name!

D: What are you going to do about it? You’re a troublemaker.

O: And troublemakers are totally ineffectual?

D: Everyone except the directors is totally ineffectual. 

Troublemakers are just more ineffectual than everyone else.

O: How many troublemakers are there?

D: You’re the only one.

O: How can that be? We’ve been talking about troublemakers in 

the plural!

D: The directors want to allow for the possibility that we might 

have more than one someday.

O: There has to be more than one troublemaker!

D: Actually, you’re right. The directors make sure the 

troublemakers don’t know about each other. If they did, they could 

get together and cause real trouble.

O: You mean they practice terroristic atomization?

D: If you want to call it that. Most people would call it a pragmatic 

quarantine. You can’t let these false ideas get around.

O: False ideas! Who decides that the troublemakers have false 

ideas?

D: The directors.
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O: Good God! Is there anything they don’t decide?

D: Not that I know of.

O: Say, I’ve noticed that your initial changed from C to D. Why’s 

that?

D: They must have changed my name, too. 

O: What do you mean?

D: They can change your name without any notice. It just changes 

while we talk. Then the initial changes in the script.

O: You must be kidding.

D: I’m not. It doesn’t happen that often, though.

O: What’s your new name?

D: I think it’s Doobie.

O: You think it’s Doobie? You don’t know for sure?

D: Let me check the database...

O: What does it say?

D: Yep, it’s Doobie. As in Good Doobie.

O: But you’re not a good Doobie! You’re a potential troublemaker 

like me!

D: Let’s keep things straight. You’re an actual troublemaker. I’m a 

potential troublemaker. There’s a big difference.

O: Really, what’s that?

D: Everyone’s a potential troublemaker, except for the actual ones. 

No one knows how many actual ones we have.

O: And everyone else is treated as a potential troublemaker? Even 

if they’re totally compliant?

D: You can’t be too careful when you’re in one of the top spots.
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O: Still, I don’t get why they would just change your name like 

that.

D: Hard to say. I don’t think it was because of the ratings. They 

haven’t done a ratings test on that name yet.

O: How do you know that?

D: The Directors Bulletin doesn’t have any data on that name.

O: The Directors Bulletin contains data on ratings tests? How long 

is it?

D: The distributed version is just a couple of hundred pages every 

week. The database behind it has billions of entries.

O: You mean you can go into the directors’ database?

D: Sure.

O: Why would they let you do that?

D: Why wouldn’t they?

O: You said they were so secretive.

D: They think they’re secretive. But you can figure out what they’re 

up to pretty easily.

O: How do you do that?

D: You just watch the outcomes. You can’t hide those.

O: Give me an example.

D: Here’s a simple one. People say that the directors torture 

troublemakers. The directors say they don’t. Then you ask around 

and find out that the troublemakers are telling the truth. It’s pretty 

simple.

O: The directors are going to torture me?

D: Only if you’re unlucky. They can’t torture every troublemaker. 

Only the ones they catch.
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O: They’re going to catch me?

D: You have to do something pretty stupendous before they catch 

you.

O: No you don’t. I’ve heard of lot of people who get caught who 

didn’t do anything at all.

D: They’re the unlucky ones.

O: So, stupid or unlucky. Either way, you’re in trouble.

D: I guess stupendous and stupid are the same thing in their eyes.

O: Tell me why they would call you a good Doobie if you’re a 

potential troublemaker.

D: It could be a gentle reminder. Good is an adjective we naturally 

put in front of Doobie. It’s not an official part of the name.

O: So now I have to get used to a new name for you?

D: Until the next name change.

O: How many name changes have you had?

D: Not too many. It only happens every couple of years. 

O:That’s pretty often!

D: What’s a few name changes? You’re still the same person.

O: Not necessarily. I’ve read that research about how your name 

affects who you are.

D: What do you mean?

O: Well, Carbon sounds like a French person who operates behind 

the scenes, might even do something underhanded.

D: True, I liked that image.

O: Doobie wouldn’t do anything like that. Doobies are happy to 

operate totally in the open, because everything they do is good.
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D: Do you believe that research?

O: Hard to say. Just pick up one of those supermarket books – 

those baby-naming books. See the qualities they associate with a 

name. Parents look to those books for a name that has the qualities 

they like.

D: That sounds like horoscopes to me, except you don’t get to pick 

your sign.

O: Some of the qualities ring true, though. Emily’s, for example, 

are driven, dainty, and dignified. Throw in diligent and you have a 

good description.

D: So you think my personality is going to change?

O: It might. If you don’t like your new personality, you have to 

submit a name change request.

D: They’re never approved.

O: You just told me I should do that!

D: That’s the procedure. Why should they approve name change 

requests, when your name’ll probably change in a while anyway?

O: So you just have to live with the name you’re given.

D: That was true under the old system. But then you had to live 

with the same name your whole life.

O: Now you have to live with a bunch of names you don’t like.

D: Some of them are better than others.

O: Still, you should have some control over what you call yourself.

D: That’s why nicknames or shortened names are good. If you’re a 

Robert, you can ask people to call you Rob rather than Bob.

O: That’s right. So I can ask people to call me Oxi if Oxide sounds 

too chemical?

D: The directors don’t allow nicknames.
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O: Why not?

D: With all the name changes going on, you can’t have nicknames, 

short names, aliases, pen names, pseudonyms, and all that. The 

database could never keep up with that.

O: I don’t see how the database can keep up with all the names as 

it is.

D: It’s a pretty powerful database. It’s called the Oracle.

O: Databases aren’t oracles! They’re just a bunch of entries!

D: Tell that to the directors. Tell that to the privacy advocates. The 

more information they have on you, the more power they have.

O: But why did they start changing everyone’s names all the time? 

How is that helpful?

D: Well, we’ve already talked about the personality changes. If 

someone has a personality they don’t like – poof – you give the 

individual a new name and a new personality at the same time.

O: I don’t think it happens that fast.

D: The directors are patient. They’re used to things happening 

slowly.

O: Why else would they want to change people’s names?

D: We’ve talked about the ratings, too. You and I aren’t the only 

ones who have an audience.

O: How many people talk into light-fixture microphones for an 

audience on the internet?

D: Who can say? Everyone has an audience of one sort or another. 

Accountants, attorneys, engineers, marketing types, teachers: 

everyone communicates with someone.

O: They all have ratings?
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D: Of course. How do you think the directors keep track of your 

effectiveness? They watch your ratings.

O: They can’t possibly track that many people, plus their ratings.

D: You can with the Oracle.

O: You’re telling me that if your ratings are good, you keep your 

name, and if your ratings are bad, you get a new name?

D: It’s not that simple. Names wear out, you know. The audience 

gets tired of one and yearns for another. Before you know it the 

ratings are down. So the Oracle changes your name before that 

happens.

O: How does it know what name to give you?

D: It’s always test marketing new names for people. Then it finds 

the best name for the performer, the content, and the audience.

O: I don’t believe it. A database can’t do that.

D: According to the directors, they do it. But they couldn’t do it 

without the database. That’s where all the ratings data are stored.

O: Who programs the database?

D: The directors, who else?

O: Do you believe that?

D: I have to believe that. If I didn’t, I wouldn’t be a good Doobie.
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